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Building climate resilience for people in landscapes:
a complex systems approach!
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Study of enabling resilience in development and
climatic change at landscape scale

Objective
• Develop pragmatic and locally ‘owned’ tool for
implementation
• Focus on agriculturally dominated watershed with
recurring water scarcity and shocks

Methods
• Review of existing tools and experiences
• Testing a protocol in 4 watersheds in Ghana and
Ethiopia, assessing climate and environmental indicator
• Participatory development of local action plans for
community-landscape resilience

Results: A review show a plethora of tools shaped
by creator discourse with little impact assessments
(yet)
•

<50 tools and approaches evaluated

•

No tool specific to agriculturally dominated livelihoods and
landscapes in developing context

•

Tools are highly diverse in theory grounding, methods and
data

•

Capacity, time and costs (data and analysis) challenges
implementation

•

There are very few consistent use of tools, weakening
evidence of actual resilience strengthening

Results: Watershed and livelihood characterisation
both confirms and show some surprises
Shocks experienced at 4 watersheds (Ghana, Ethiopia) last 25 years

Confirming:
• Recurring multiple risks/challenges in
livelihood-landscape systems
•

Inherent relative low and/or unclear
capacity to cope

Surprises:
•

Trends in rainfall patterns, and internal
growing pressure on available resources

•

Show stagnant or growing ‘re-greening’

30-year trends of rainfall landuse in 4 watersheds (Ghana, Ethiopia)

RESULTS: Community developed pathways towards
resilience
Protocol modular approach
i.

Link livelihoods and landscapes water- ecosystem services
(internal and external data)

ii.

Map major events, shocks and coping/adaptation strategies

iii.

Create a watershed action plan for improve resilience

Analysis of action plans
•

Communities proud of plan(!)

•

Joint learning of social –environmental linkages

•

“doing more of what is already known”

•

External input needed to make transformative shifts?

Conclusions
•

Building resilience is fundamental to stay on sustainability and climate commitments

•

…. yet complex and knowledge intensive….

•

“Doing more of what is already known” is unlikely to be transformative,- innovation,
new knowledge and investments are critical

•

Whereas policies are supportive, the reframing of SLM/IWRM/ watersheds
management needs a ‘generation 2.0’ to address resilience in development and
climate change
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If you wish to take part in this conversation, please join us at https://wle.cgiar.org/
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